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TOURISM IN GREECE 

Your Excellency, Cabinet Secretary Mrs. Kandie 

Your Excellency, Secretary General Mr. Liaskos 

Your Excellency, Ambassador Mrs. Gaita 

Honorable Officials, directors of ministries and organisations from Hellas 

and Kenya. 

 

Allow me, to begin with, to welcome your distinguished guests to Greece 

and express my joy and satisfaction that such an important conference is 

being held in Athens.  

 

Greece is a timeless destination. More than 17 million people visited 

Greece in 2013. For the year 2014 we have the privilege to receive 17.5 

million visitors from all over the world and the season is still on in 

various Greek destinations. As such, tourism contributes a 15% to GDP  

and consists the driving force of our rapidly recovering economy. 

Our tourist period extends from April  to November and every year we 

have the privilege to receive millions of visitors. 

Greece is a safe destination for every visitor. Tourists are able to cross the 

country and feel at home, supported by the local communities. 



In Greece, investors will find a wide spectrum of opportunities, a 

welcome environment for new investment, and some of the most 

beautiful locations in the world.  

Greece is accessible, by air, sea and land. 

The Athens International Airport is recognized as one of the best in the 

world. Airports throughout Greece, are being upgraded to handle 

increased arrivals and charter flights. The national highway system 

connects north and south, east and west in a seamless and well-designed 

network.  

We are a very small European country, with lots of attractions in favor of 

our visitors. 

Greece is committed to expanding its tourism offerings and establishing 

itself as one of the top destination in the world. Its Mediterranean climate 

is estimated that people from all over the world would consider Greece as 

a second home destination. 

Greece is listed as an established tourist destination worldwide, listed 

among the 15 most popular destinations. This  distinguished position is 

due to the anthropocentric mentality of Greece from ancient times . 

Moreover, in Ancient Greece Xenios Zeus was the patron of Hospitality 

for Greeks valued the significance of this virtue. 

The visitor can experience Greece as the living monument of the Greek 

Ancient Civilization, an open museum  depicting the way our ancestors 

use to live, reflect and create. Every monument is a unique experience, 

every museum is a vehicle to visit a different world. 



Some of the oldest European civilizations developed on the Greek islands 

such as the Cycladic and Minoan civilizations, so therefore the islands 

have unique archeological sites, a distinctive architectural heritage and 

the fascinating local traditions of a centuries-old and multifaceted 

civilization. 

The famous Greek island, there are 2.500 of them registered only a few 

hundreds inhabited separated into different complexes. This is a truly 

unique phenomenon for the European continent. 

Each complex  is a different experience, though small full of flavors and 

pleasures. 

The country’s total coastline, offering a highly diversified landscape: 

beaches stretching over many kilometers, sheltered bays and coves, sandy 

beaches with sand-dunes, pebble beaches, coastal caves with steep rocks 

and dark colored sand typical of volcanic soil and coastal wetlands. 

The Greek Seas, every year are decorated by the European Institution of 

Blue Flags due to the crystal clear waters. Those who love sailing  find 

Greece as the ideal scenery for their beloved sport. 

In addition, visitors are discovering the diverse selection of cruising 

options, incentive travel, and weekend breaks, opening up new 

opportunities in niche and attractive markets.  

Apart from the famous Greek island as well as the seaside areas of the 

country, there is another aspect of Greece. The mainland. Places and 

small villages living in the past, paying respect to traditions and customs.  

The mainland is the new attraction as well as a proposal to our visitors. 

Magical places, hotels with elegant concept, natural springs with healing 



qualities, local products of unique quality and above all smiling people 

caring about their  visitors. 

As I mentioned before, we are a small country full of miracles in other 

words a world of destinations. 

Greece is a country teeming with myths, traditions, history and living 

culture. Travellers choose it as a destination not only for its incomparable 

natural beauty, but because it is a magical place, full of discoveries, 

charm and secrets. Travelling in Greece is at the same time a way of 

becoming acquainted with the origins of western civilization. 

 

Let yourself be captivated by its historical wealth and singular modern 

reality. A trip to Greece is the experience of a lifetime that leaves the 

pleasant feeling that the world is ultimately very rich, very beautiful and 

very interesting. 

 

In case you would like to have a taste of  Greece, you are kindly 

requested to visit our portal, www.visitgreece.gr and follow us in our 

social media pages. 

 

Thank you. 

 

President of the GNTO 

Dr. Ch. Pallis 

 


